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1994 Accomplishments,
Goals for 1995
Happy new
year to one
and all! We
have finally
moved into
our new home
and hope to
get our lives
back in order
soon. Thank
you to those
who filled this
space for me since last October.
Before I cover the WFSC's 1994
accomplishments and goals for 1995, I
wish to announce that Roy Northwood
has resigned his position as WFSC
Central Region VP. His resignation
will be effective as of January 15. Roy
is a member of the Central Wisconsin
Stamp Club, and he served many terms
as WFSC Central Regional VP throughout the years 1976-83 and 1985present. He held the office of WFSC
president from 1983-85 and was inducted into the Wisconsin Philatelic
Hall of Fame in 1993. Roy also has
served on the Wisconsin Stamp Suggestion Committee, the Nominating
Committee and the Hall of Fame
Committee.
Thank you, Roy, for all your service
as regional VP, and we look forward to
your continued input in other WFSC
matters for years to come.
Roy's successor is Ron Fritz. Ron is
a member of the Wisconsin Valley
Philatelic Society. He was co-chairman
of WISCOPEX '93 and currently is a

member of the WFSC Committee on
Exhibitions. Welcome aboard, Ron.
Accomplishments of your federation
during 1994 are as follows:
• The WFSC sponsored the continued and expanded use of the Cover
Exchange Program.
• The annual Dealer Recognition
Award was conceived of during this
past year, and the first recipient will be
honored at WISCOPEX '95.
• Of special interest to exhibitors at
this year's convention and exhibition
will be single-frame exhibits, for which
judging criteria was set in place during
1994.
• The Publicity and Public Relations
Committee provided ·counsel to the
International Crane Foundation for
festivities held in conjunction with
Crane stamp issue. The committee
sought and still is seeking new venues
for WFSC participation at various
events throughout the state. Please let
us know if you have any information or
ideas related to community events that
might be conducive to promoting
stamp collecting.
• KIDPEX '94 moved its location
from Milwaukee to Elkhart Lake and
was warmly received.
• Finally, the Newsletter Committee
has ironed out most of the wrinkles
associated with Across the Fence Post,
and each issue offers a diverse crosssection of our hobby. We can only
continue to offer a varied array of

(continued on p. 3)
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WFSC AnnounceNEW CENTRAL REGION VP APPOINTED
As of January 15, 1995, Ron Fritz, of the Wisconsin
Valley Philatelic Society (Wausau) will take over duties of
WFSC Central Region VP for retiring Roy Northwood
(see "President's Message" on p. 1).
Ron is 34 years old and lives in Rothschild, WI. He is
employed at the North Central Health Care Facilities, in
Wausau.

WISCOPEX '95 JURY SELECTED
Judges for WISCOPEX '95 are Frank Moertl, from Hartland, WI; Arthur
Schmitz, of Milwaukee; and Vern Witt, Sheboygan. Judges will evaluate
exhibits for award placements and special awards in four major divisions:
Open, Single-frame, Junior, and Champion of Champions. They'll present a
Judges' Critique at 3:30 p.m., on Saturday, April 22.
To receive a copy of the Exhibitor Prospectus and Official Entry Form,
write to: WISCOPEX '95, 4184 Rose Ct., Middleton, WI 53562-4339. Note,
these documents will !!ill be published in Across the Fence Post. Frames are
limited and entries are due by March 1. 1995.
COMING IN FEBRUARY TRIVIA CONTEST

'<.? ? ??

EIGHTH ANNUAL CLUB

• Reserve a February or March '95 club meeting date.
• Join in on the fun.
• Get the whole membership involved.
Trivia questions, entry form and contest rules will appear
in the February '94 issue of Across the Fence Post. Entry
form with answers must be submitted by April 1.
WIN a copy of Linn's 1994 "U.S. Stamp Yearbook" -

• for your club library • for a gift or prize • for your next auction
• for a donation to your local public library

ACROSS THE FENCE POST is the official publication of the Wisconsin
Federation of Stamp Clubs, Inc., a 501 (c)3 non-profit organization and life
member of the APS ,since 1953. For WFSC membership information, contact
the Central Office and Secretary.
ATFP is published monthly Sept-Apr.; bimonthly May-Aug. News of
Wisconsin collectors, club news and gratis original articles related to
philately are welcomed. The editor accepts submissions in any format, but
reserves the right to make minor editing changes to conform with our style
sheet. Material not carrying an individual copyright notice may be reproduced only by not-for-profit organizations, provided the author(s) and
publication receive credit for any reprinted material. Unless explicitly stated
by an officer in conjunction with official WFSC business, opinions expressed
by individual authors are not necessarily endorsed by the WFSC.

Submission deadlines are for the month preceding month of
publication as follows: advertising-1st of the month ; editorial matter-5th of the month. Send ads, editorial matter and stamp show calendar
and cover listings to: Karen Weigt, Interim Editor, Across the Fence Post,
4184 Rose Ct., Middleton, WI 53562 - phone (608) 836-1509. For a
complete list of advertising rates and policies (display, classified and
listings), see an see the October '94 issue of ATFP, or request a copy from
the interim editor.
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Bv Interim Editor Karen Weiat

Editor's
Comments
Many thanks for the responses and
comments received within the past
month. It helps considerably to know
my efforts aren't in vain.
After Steve Langkau consented to
write the new "On Wisconsin" feature,
I received three other offers from
individuals who wish to contribute to
the column from time to time. Great!
Patricia St. Lawrence, of the Badger
Stamp Club, stepped forward to offer
to print out my files of scanned photographs on her 600 dpi equipment.
Since our computers are compatible, I
will simply provide her with a diskette
of the files in .TIF format. She can
print them out in any of her wordprocessing programs.
Two of our readers submitted names
of dealers they'd like to see reviewed
in our new "Dealer Profile" column.
We now have enough names for a full
year of issues. I still, however, will
accept more to add to the list.
Brian J. Liedtke suggested we add
the issue date to the bottom of each
page. I can understand why this would
make it easier when trying to reference
an article that may have been separated
from the front page of the issue. The
Newsletter Committee will look into
this matter and implement it if it
doesn't appear to add undo detail work
to our future volunteer editor.
Please do heed the suggestion by
President Greg Schmidt (p. 1) to try to
promote advertising within ATFP. And,
by all means, do patronize those who
are already advertising. With the new
format, etc., we had hoped to be able
to finance 12-page issues on a regular
basis. At the last WFSC Executive
Board meeting, however, I detected
Treasurer Deanna Juhnke sharpening
the ax to cut this publication down to
eight pages if revenue doesn't pick up
soon. So, if you like ATFP as it has
appeared for the past year, please get
out and try to help sell some ads. The
display ad rate schedule appears directly to your right. ■

President's Message
(continued from p. 1)
articles through input from federation
members, so why not give it a try.
Regarding goals for the new year:
• We're looking at the culmination
of an eight-year effort to achieve final
status as an Internal Revenue Code
section 501(c)(3) organization. In
November 1990, the WFSC was
granted this status under an advance
ruling, with the final determination by
the Internal Revenue Service to take
place on or about March 31, 1995. The
501(c)(3) status classifies the WFSC as
a non-profit, charitable group with an
emphasis on education.
• Second on this year's list is to
reactivate the WFSC Speaker's Bureau
that existed some 10 years ago. If you
have any interest in this activity, please
let me know.
• The Wisconsin Stamp Suggestion
Committee is still vacant and needs a

person(s) to continue the efforts of
Robert Mather. We hope to fill this
position in 1995.
• The WFSC needs new blood on its
roster of judges. Vern Witt, chairman
of our Judging Committee, would
appreciate hearing from you if you
have an interest in becoming a judge.
• The Federation newsletter hopes to
increase its advertising revenue in the
coming year. You can help by introducing the newsletter to your favorite
dealers who currently aren't using our
publication as an advertising vehicle.
You also can help by patronizing the
dealers who are already advertising in
ATFP.

• The final goal for the new year is
to encourage everyone to make a
contribution to the hobby by serving as
a club officer, presenting a program, or
helping out at a local club show. ■

Club News

CLOSED ALBUM Charles K. Luks, Parsippany, NY

CENTRAL WISCONSIN ST AMP
CLUB ANNOUNCES 1995
BOURSE DATES

Since 1986, Charles Luks was a
WFSC member-at-large. He passed
away on October 7, 1994. He often
exhibited his collections at
WISCOPEX and was nationally
known for his column "The Mail-In
Exhibitor," which appeared in The
Philatelic Exhibitor, journal of the
American Association of Philatelic
Exhibitors.

Dates for the CWSC dealers bourse for
the first half of 1995 are: January 14,
February 18, March 11, and April 8.
The bourse is held at the Rib Mountain
Travel Inn located at the junction of
Hwy. 51 and County N (exit 188).
Bourse hours are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

ATFP DISPLAY AD RATES
Ad Category
A - (full page)

B
C
D
E
F

-

(1/2 page)

(large 1/4 page)
(mediwn 1/4 page)
(1/s page)
(econo-ad)
G - (commercial back page)
Preprinted Insert Ads

Ad Dimensions
(width x height)
71/4 "
71/4"
43/4°'
43/4°'
21/4°'
21/4°'
71/4°'

X

91/2''

X 43/◄"

6"
33/4°'
X 33/4°'
X 23/4°'
X 91/2''

X

X

Commercial WFSC Club 20%
Rates
Discount Rates
$40.00
$25.00
$19.50
$14.00
$ 7.00
$ 3.50
$55.00
POR

$32.00
$20.00
$15.60
$11.20
$ 5.60
$ 2.80

Rates and dimensions are for either camera-ready or non-camera-ready copy and payment
with order (checks payable to WFSC). Deadline 1st of the month preceding month of issue.
Send to: Karen Weigt. ATFP, 4184 Rose Ct., Middleton, WI 53562 - (608) 836-1509.
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What others are doing

Bv WFSC Secy. Karen Weu;zt
4184 Rose Ct., Middleton, WI
On the front page, President Greg
Schmidt discussed a tax-related matter
that will culminate for the WFSC
within the next few months. Perhaps
it's a timely topic for local stamp
clubs, too.
It all begins when your club opens
its first checking or savings account.
The Internal Revenue Service now
knows you exist, and you are obligated
to reckon with them.
To simplify a complicated topic,
most local stamp collecting societies
qualify as tax-exempt organizations
under Internal Revenue Code section
501(c)(7), described as social and
recreation clubs. You can attain this
status by submitting IRS Application
for Recognition of Exempt Fonn 1024,
and it is a relatively easy procedure.
The IRS responds with a detennination
letter. Thereafter, unless your income
in any one year should exceed $25,000,
you may or may not be required to
annually file a token Fonn 990-T.
A word of warning: ALWAYS KEEP
TRACK of your detennination letter
and the Employer Identification Number (EIN) you receive when that first
checking or savings account is opened.
Your club's EIN is comparable to your
personal Social Security Number,
whether or not you ever actually employ someone.
The WFSC is awaiting final detennination for IRC 501 (c)(3) status, described as a religious, educational,
charitable, scientific, etc., organization. This application procedure is
exceedingly more complex, but offers
greater benefits. Most significantly,
donors are allowed a tax deduction for
contributions made to you, it grants
eligibility for state sales tax exemption, and helps to qualify for preferred
postal rates. I've been advised that it's
practically impossible for a local club
to achieve this status, but it has been
granted to many state and regional
philatelic organizations.
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More tax status infonnation can be
found in IRS "Publication 557 Tax
Exempt Status for your Organization."
Check your local telephone directory
for the nearest IRS office and an 800
number. The IRS will mail you this
publication at no charge. They'll also
send you an application fonn. Ask for
Fonn 1024 for a 501(c)(7) or comparable status.
Next time, I'll discuss incorporation,
which is handled through the Wisconsin
Secretary of State and has almost
nothing to do with IRS tax status.

On the lighter side, the winning entry
in the Green Bay Philatelic Society's
annual Way Out Topicals contest was
titled "It's a Bad Hair Day." Their newsletter states: "The centerpiece of this
collection was Israel #537 showing the
painting 'Lady in Blue,• by Moshe
Kisling. Stamps from the United States
showed Thomas Edison and Albert
Einstein ... There were several stamps
showing African hair arrangements, one
showing an Australian aborigine, and one
showing Sir Isaac Newton in a shoulder
length wig." That's clever!
·To answer last month's question, I've
learned the Wauwatosa Philatelic
Society is the official host of the 1995
Distinguished Philatelist Appreciation
Dinner. Now. I'm anxious to know the
identity of the guest of honor. ■

Twenty-Fourth Annual

STAMP SHOW '95
St. Mark's Auditorium - 7202 Sheridan Rd.
Kenosha, Wisconsin - Free Admission - Free Parking

EXHIBITION THEME:
'WORLD WAR 11"
"Road to Victory"
• Stamp Exhibits - Various Categories • Cacheted Covers
• U.S. Post Office • Pictorial Cancellations (2 dates)
• Stamp Bourse with 15 or more dealers

Cachet Envelopes $1.50 each
By mail send SASE Envelope

Free Door Prize
Free Youth Collectors Table - Refreshments available at Show

By Hank Schmidt Box 6, Winnebago WI 54985-0006

Outside of FDC collecting, though
somewhat related, are:

Mbr,, Oshkosh Philatelic Society

• first-day ceremony programs,

Fir
Sp

over Collecting:
or in Passing

If you collect first-day covers, you
have chosen to preserve three significant bits of historical data. First is the
stamp(s) used for franking the cover,
second is the postmark on the cover,
and third is the cachet or art work.
What I stated in my opening paragraph is certainly true, but the established cover collector, as well as the
neophyte (a fancy word for "beginner"
- I've had my dictionary open again),
does not have to claim to be a preservationist in order to indulge in cover
collecting. You just need to like this
activity, and your liking can be without
any conscious objective. My most
loving wife has often said to me, "I
would rather have you fooling around
with your stamp collecting junk than to
be sitting on a bar stool."
You may have noticed that I have
pulled a bit of a switch in terms. I
started with "first-day cover" collecting and went to just "cover" collecting.
This is because sometime in the future,
I plan to discuss presidential inaugural
covers, souvenir/event covers, and
commemorative/fancy postmark collecting.
There are numerous aspects to cover
collecting, and it is to your advantage
to chose one or several of them as your
focus of interest. If you enter the field
of cover collecting with the intent of
being a generalist, you'll soon find that
unless you're a billionaire, you will
have to go on a diet of Com Flakes. Or
if you are a bit more disciplined, you
will end up with a little of everything,
and not much of anything.
Some of the major subspecialty
categories are:
• covers produced by one particular
cachetmaker,
• all FDCs produced for a given
philatelic issue,

• souvenir/event covers, and
• presidential inaugural covers.

• all known FDCs for a particular
subject (such as Wisconsin territorial or statehood commemorations),
• first cachets for all known
cachetmakers,
• handpainted cachets,
• unofficial cancels, and
• comer cards.

It is your task to decide which area
or areas you wish to dedicate your
efforts, then proceed. The alternative
could be ending up at the local funny
farm, where you might be able to
collect flower pedals, not to mention
the difficulty in obtaining albums for
such a collection.
In future columns, I will go more
into depth about the various specialties
and subspecialties related to cover
collecting.
And that's my comment for now. So
what's your comment? ■

U.S. FIRST DAYS· INAUGURALS WWD PATRIOTICS
U you eolleet tbem, maybe I have lust what you aeed!
by
Scott#? Cachetmaker? Topic? Franking, Cancel or Address Type? Firsts?

or bow about
Price range ? Condition ? Handpainteds ? Classics ? Plate Number Coils ?
No matter how you collect them, I can create a customized list for you
from my extensive inventory ranging from the 1920's to the present.

Quality- Variety- Value
These are the key principles I've used to both build and maintain
my stock to maximize my usefulness to you regardless of
whether you're a "beginner" or an advanced specialist.

Peraoaal SerYlee
It's what you deserve , so why not expect it? No mass mailings or general catalogs that are obsolete before you get them . I provide customized printouts of what 's available ~ based on your specific needs.

eu.t--m•:red New luuea SerYlee
I use COLORANO SILK cachets for new issues . Service is available for U.S ., Canada and U.N. first days as well as for Political,
Space and Sports events. You can specify many different subcategories within the U.S. issues such as "commemorative
singles" to receive only the types of covers you truly want. There
are no deposits , no minimums and you'll find generous and growing discounts with my service . Request a prospectus today.

So plea•e write or call today aad let me kaow bow
I caa be ol •ervlce. Thank you , Lee James

LEE'S F.D.C.s, P.O. BOX S6
COMBINED LOCKS, WI S4••3
telephone (4I4) 788-4S'7S
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By Gretel Matczak. AlmaJo Stamps. Weyerhauser.
Mbr.. Wisconsin Valley Philatelic Societv
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ehind the Scenes
of a Mail-Bid Sale
Last November, Gretel contributed an
informative article on how to correctly
address an envelope. She's back again to
enlighten us, this time about the mechanics of managing a professional mail-bid
sale. We welcome this insight into what
often goes unknown to the collectorbidder on the other end.

have to take the time to read it. A
dealer might feel that it is a waste of
time to chase down a stamp valued at
only 15¢, but the collector wants the
proper stamp in the proper position on
his album page.
Area of specialty

Knowledge and research

With a resolve for patience and
research as described above, the dealer
must next determine his area of expertise or willingness to acquire the necessary material to develop expertise.
Because there's no language barrier,
it's probably easiest for dealers in this
country to concentrate on United States
material. Following that would be
Great Britain and the Commonwealth
nations. Worldwide or other foreign
language areas require detailed research that many dealers seem to
ignore. In our experience, the dealer
lots and collections we buy invariably
have 10 percent to 20 percent of the
high-value stamps incorrectly identified. They are usually forgeries or
reprints or have the wrong watermark.
Postal history, both United States
and worldwide, is a specialty that is
potentially profitable to an extreme.
But, the amount of study, along with
research materials, makes it an extremely difficult area in which to
develop expertise. It requires a library
of reference material to track postal
rates, postmarks in all their forms, and
post offices, such as dead and railroad
post offices. A fair knowledge of
history also is essential.

The operation of a mail-bid sale
requires a fair knowledge of stamps,
but more than anything else, it
demands the time and patience
needed to carefully read and research. Too many people neglect to
read even the Scott catalog properly.
A case in point, most major stamp
dealers are still listing unsigned
copies of U.S. Scott #RWI without
gum as "unused," with a $450 catalog value. Apparently, they haven 't
read the paragraph preceding the
Hunting Permit listings in the Scott
Specialized Catalogue of United
States Stamps. It states that since it
was illegal to deface this stamp, all
without gum are considered "used."
Such errors also occur when the
dealer, or collector, doesn't research
the entire listing of a stamp type and
automatically assumes that the issue
on hand is the variety with the highest catalog value. Other errors crop
up when the dealer fails to check for
removed cancels on stamps, stamps
altered to appear as coil issues, and
perforated straight edges. These are
the problems encountered with
United States stamps. When working
with foreign stamps, the problems
multiply like rabbits. It is not unusual for a country to use the same
design type in five or six sets over a
20-year period, with only very slight
differences. Stamp catalogs have the
information; collectors and dealers
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Literature

It is impossible to list within this
article all the literature needed to
conduct a mail-bid sale. Briefly, this
includes books on forgeries, older
auction catalogs by major auction
houses, and periodicals published by

specialty societies. Often these items
are out of print but, depending on the
specialty area of the sale, can be
acquired from philatelic literature
dealers. An absolute necessity are
subscriptions to philatelic periodicals
and weeklies pertaining to the mailbid dealer's specialty area.
Identification tools

Besides the basic tools like perforation gauges, watermark fluid and
ultraviolet lights, the mail-bid dealer
obviously needs color gauges for
identification purposes. We currently
use the Gibbons 200 Stamp Color
Key and Michel 400 Color Guide.
There is no good color gauge produced in the United States and,
ironically, there still is no guide
available that depicts all the colors
mentioned in the Scott catalog.
Magnifying glasses are a must. A
4X hand-held is handiest for a fast
sort. Beyond that, we use a lOX,
16X, 30X and SOX. The highest
power glasses are generally used
when we are looking for cancels that
may have been removed from a
stamp originally described as "unused, no gum." They're also helpful
for identifying stamps that possibly
were purposely scraped in some area
to create a variety with a higher
catalog value, as well as for sorting
early classic European issues.
Acquiring sale material

Where does the sale material
come from? Most dealers start a
business after years of collecting or
accumulating. This original stock,
however, will not sustain a business
for very long, and it's difficult to
locate collections without a storefront or bourse dealings. It's necessary, therefore, to buy job lots from
other dealers or so-called wholesale
jobbers. The best source is through
major auction houses, where there is
a wider selection of large lots.
Operating facilities

Lay to rest the idea that a mail-bid
sale can be operated from a kitchen
table. The necessity of sorting large
volumes of material to create lots
requires a fairly large area. Space is

even more crucial for the part-time
mail-bid dealer. With material that
has been roughly sorted and items in
various stages of lotting spread all
over the place, it's futile to stuff
everything in glassines and try to
start over the next day or when time
becomes available. It's helpful to be
able to devote one room exclusively
to stamps - even a small room with
adequate shelving and a table or two.
The ideal situation, of course, is to
own a building that has office or
store space that can be used for this
purpose. Anything smaller than the
above is impractical for regularly
scheduled sales.
Assembling and describing lots

Assembling lots is the most time
consuming part of a mail-bid sale
business. In our case, if it is a single
stamp or cover, we try to use enough
description to create a picture in the
bidder's mind, using photographs for
the higher value or unique items.
Lots, such as MNH, F-VF, are relatively easy to describe and appraise
for value. It's much more difficult
when working with used stamps. Is
the stamp well centered? What's the
density of the cancel? Does it have
nibbed, short or clipped perfs?
What's wrong with the back of the
stamp? Are there any tears? Thins?
For sets or partial sets, the dealer
must discern if the stamps all belong
to the same set.
Duplication must be considered
when creating collections or dealer
lots on stock cards. The prospective
bidder should be aware of the
amount of duplication. If duplication
is not too heavy, a collector occasionally will buy the lot and trade off
the excess. Dealers bidding in
smaller sales generally shy away
from lots with too many duplicates.
This is normal, because they are
bourse, approval, or club dealers,
who do not like large inventories of
any one stamp.
The same applies to mystery lots.
If the mystery lot contains numerous
common issues or packet materials,
this information should be stated
within the lot description. Mystery

lots can encompass material the dealer
has been unable to identify. This will
often be the "find" that the mystery lot
buyer likes. We never ascribe a value
to unidentified material that we add to
mystery lots. We want the bidder to
feel that the lot was worth what was
paid for it.
When lotting a large accumulation
or collection, there always will be
leftover items, and these can be
handled in a couple of ways. Some can
be used for building collections on
stock cards, and some for country lots
in packets, each with an estimated
value. The most efficient use of leftovers is within mystery lots.
Terms of sale
Regardless of how carefully lots are
described, a few will be returned. How
this is handled should be published in
the " terms of sale." Most dealers first
starting out will get a hold of a half
dozen or so other bid-sale catalogs,
available through classified advertisements in various stamp magazines.
They'll sort through the terms listed in
those catalogs and decide which to
incorporate in their own sales.
Office supplies and equipment

but generally requires a minimum
lead time of 10 days to two weeks.
Finding bidders
To whom are the catalogs mailed?
The most potential bidders come
through responses to advertisements
in philatelic publications. Those who
take the time to request a catalog are
definitely looking for something to
bid on. In this case, advertisements
should appear at least a month before
the dealer's first mail-bid sale, and
then should run continuously. A less
effective means of building a mailing
list is to purchase names from other
philatelic auction businesses. Finally,
there's the option of using a mailing
list of general collectors, which will
reap the least return. Linn's Stamp
News estimates that only 25 percent
of stamp collectors actively bid in
auctions or mail-bid sales.
Finances

A full line of typical office supplies
is needed to conduct a mail-bid sale.
This includes printed stationery, labels,
rubber stamps for various purposes,
typewriter and items mentioned in
other places in this article.

In order to ensure a cash-flow for
operating expenses, the mail-bid
dealer needs to maintain a collection
or accumulation of items large
enough to fill two sales at any one
time. The mailing of the first catalog
and postage for shipping after the
first closing can exceed several
hundred dollars. We find that while
one catalog is out, we are working on
material for the next sale, and should
have material arriving for the subsequent sale.

Sale catalog

Closing the sale

How is the sale catalog produced?
Mimeograph and spirit duplicators are
a "no-no" and unprofessional. This
leaves the choice of owning a photocopier or having the catalog reproduced at a quick-print shop. Neither of
these options works well for reproducing photos. A photo-offset printer can
be considered. This is the best, but the
most expensive way to produce a
catalog.
The other element of catalog production is time. A quick-print shop
normally can reproduce catalog pages
while you wait, but will not handle the
process of collating and assembling the
pages. A full-line, or photo-offset
printer, will deliver a finished product,

Speaking of closing the sale, lots
have to be packaged and sent to the
winning bidders. This requires more
equipment and supplies. First, is a
stock of envelopes and boxes of
assorted sizes. All envelopes should
have a stiffener so none of the
contents is damaged in the mail.
Boxes may need filler material, and
they definitely need taping with a
strong packing tape. Printed labels
for boxes and those envelopes that
won't fit into a typewriter are handy.
to save time at the post office, a
scale to weigh the packages and a
schedule of postal rates is helpful for
calculating the correct postage.
(continued on p. 8)
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Mail-bid Sales
(continued/romp. 7)
The process of awarding lots talces
time. For a small sale of several hundred lots, this could be an hour or two.
With over 1,000 lots in the sale, it's
four to six hours. Next, there's the
actual assembling together of the lots
won by each individual bidder, typing
of invoices, addressing envelopes and
packages and answering questions and
complaints (hopefully, not many).
Some dealers use preprinted invoices
where lot numbers won and amount
due is added with a typewriter. Then,
if, as we do, a list of prices realized is
included with the invoice or package,
there's another one to three hours in
typing time. This is where owning a
photocopy machine comes in handy. In
our case, with from 160 to 200 winning
bidders in an average sale, with two
people working, we spend four days on
the close.

Consignments
Mail-bid dealers often are asked to
accept consignments, for which there
should be a set policy of exactly what
material will be accepted and under
what terms. This means creating another document of consignment terms,
which include consignment fees or
percentages, or any other charges
deemed necessary. Other items within
the document should spell out how the
material will be presented and whether
the consignor is estimating value or
using catalog value. Unless the sale has
no reserves of any kind, the dealer also
must determine the consignor's minimum acceptable bid.
Most smaller mail-bid houses do not
use a formal consignment contract. It
often depends upon the amount and
value of material being placed on
consignment. We operate without a
consignment contract. The stamp
fraternity seems to be about 99 .99
percent honest in their dealings. Our
only contracts between us and our
consignors has been our word, but it's
wise to be protected by certifying or
registering any lots being returned to a
consignor via the mail if the value is
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more than you can stand to lose.
We've found, too, that insurance
purchased through the American
Philatelic Society insurance program is
more reasonable than U.S. Postal
Service insurance.
If anyone has any questions regarding the operation of a mail-bid sale,
just write to me at: Almajo Stamps,
P.O. Box 45, Weyerhaeuser, WI
54895-0045, and I'll be very wordy
with my reply. ■

CLOSED ALBUMS George R. Johnson
Wayne Mott
George Johnson was a member of the
Chain-o-Lakes Stamp Ciub. He
passed away on November 22, 1994.
Wayne Mott, age 86, passed away
on November 16, 1994. He was a
member of the Badger Stamp Club
and specialized in collecting United
Nations material.

Bv Greaa Greenwald, 405 Hinman Ave,, Marshfield,
Mbr,, Central Wisconsin Stamp Club

w, 54449-3860

U.S. Varieties Clearinghouse
This month, I'm presenting some
stamp varieties available through the
Philatelic Fulfillment Service Center in
Kansas City. When ordering, remember there is a minimum order of $10
and a 50¢ service charge for each
order.
In 1988, the
U.S. Postal Service
~:= r, .
issued the 15¢
M
'.
- ·.
Buffalo Bill Cody
~
.
(Scott #2178).
....~
Currently, there are
;:Q
.
three varieties of
this stamp, two of
which are available through the PFSC.
The three varieties are: (1) surfacephosphored paper, (2) block tagged,
and (3) overall tagged.
The surface-phosphored paper
variety is unique in that an experimental paper was used for this stamp only,
and its appearance under shortwave
ultraviolet light does not look like any
other surface-phosphored stamps.
As for the plate numbers, the surface-phosphored paper variety exists
only on plate 1, the block-tagged
variety exists on plates 1 and 3, and the
overall-tagged variety exists on plates
2 and 3. The PFSC has the surfacephosphored plate 1 and the overalltagged plate 3 in stock. The order
number is 0062. A full pane of 100
must be ordered to receive a plate
block, and be sure to mention in the
special instructions which plate numbers you want.

""I

·-
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The new version
of the photogravure-printed 5¢
Circus Wagon
(Scott #2452B) is
now available from
the PFSC. The new
variety is from
plate A3 and has red ink that glows
under shortwave ultraviolet light. The
previous version from plates A 1 and
A2 had ink that did not react to the
shortwave ultraviolet light. Please note
that stamps from all three plates were
printed on untagged paper, and the
only variety is in the ink itself. The
order number is 7732 and a minimum
of 27 must be ordered to get a plate
number strip of five.
The new variety
of the photogravure-printed 5¢
Canoe (Scott
#2454) has a
smooth, mattefinish gum. The
previous version
had a very shiny, high-gloss gum. The
order number for the new variety is
57907 and a minimum of 36 must be
ordered to get a plate number strip of
five.
Please direct comments/questions to
me at the address shown above. If a
response is requested, please include a
SASE. ■

By wpsc

ve Youth Division MaeyAnn Bowman

Joinin with Junio·rs·
Youth activities for your stamp show
KIDPEX was not the only Wisconsin
stamp show to promote collecting
among youth this past October.
DANEPEX '94, a one-day event held on
October 1, also got "into the swim of
things" and used the National Stamp
Collecting Month theme for their youth
area.
DANEPEX's very active youth area
is orchestrated annually by Karen
Weigt. Karen sent me a copy of the
1994 activities. They could be adapted
for your youth club or for a youth area
. at your stamp show.

The hook
All children entering the youth area
were invited to fish once for stamps in
a large fishbowl. To fish again, they
had to complete one of three sets of
four activities outlined on a checklist.
After each set of four was completed,
youths had an opportunity to "Go Fish"
again. To avoid congestion at any one
place at the activity table, the sets
could be completed in any order.

(3) match the stamp collecting tools
to the description, and
(4) measure perforations, using an
enlarged perforation gauge and replicas
of stamps enlarged to scale.
Within the second set of activities,
were instructions to:
(1) find and look at three noncompetitive exhibits, and then decide
which you like best, second best, and
third best;
(2) using a "Postal Service Guide to
U.S. Stamps," identify by catalog
number, at least three of six stamps
shown in the picture frame;
(3) play one of the electronic
matching games; and
(4) find which look-alike stamp
doesn't match the others. (This activity, officially titled "Looking Closely
at Stamps: Stamp Look-Alikes," consists of five look-alike stamps mounted
in a single row. For example, with the
F-Rate Flower issue, there were four
KCS-produced booklet stamps and one
BEP-produced stamp. Youths were
asked to find the stamp that did not
match the others. Another example:
four 29¢ Wood Duck stamps with the
denomination in black and one with
the 29¢ red denomination.)

The fishbowl
Many of you will recall your childhood days and the Go Fish games that
were a part of school carnivals and
fairs. The DANEPEX fishbowl contained a variety of packets of stamps:
some off paper in glassine envelopes
and some on paper in coin envelopes.
Some packets contained United States
stamps, some contained worldwide
stamps. Each envelope was fastened
with a metallic paper fastener (for
magnetic attraction). The fishing pole
was a dowel with a string and magnet
attached to the end.

In 1998, the Badger Stale celebrates its
150th anniversary of stalehood. As a
prelude to the occasion, this column
regularly fealures a stamp, or other postal
item, and story pertaining to the stale of
Wisconsin.

The activities
In the first set of activities, youngsters were asked to:
(1) fill out an entry for the door
prize,
(2) complete a scavenger hunt by
picking stamps from a mixture of offpaper stamps and hinging and mounting them into the appropriate spaces on
the hunt sheet,

U.S. Scott #957

In the final set of activities, youths
could:
(1) play Wheel of Fortunate Philately - played similar to the real TV
game version using philatelic terms,
(2) choose 25 United States onpaper stamps for their collection,
(3) choose 25 worldwide stamps,
and
(4) design a poster for KIDPEX.
Youths completing all 12 activities
had a chance to "Go Fish" for a total of
five times. They also received a packet
of 100 stamps and a prize from the
grab-box .
Additional elective activities were
to try some of the other electronic
matching games, look at the exhibits,
try measuring perforations using real
stamps, pick up stamp literature, and
play stamp bingo.
You can be sure that when Madison
hosts WISCOPEX '95, the annual
convention and exhibition of the
Wisconsin Federation of Stamp Clubs,
there will be an abundance of wellplanned, hands-on youth activities.
Plan now to stop by and see what
exciting things can be planned for
working with children: ■

By Steve LanQkau. Oshkosh Philatelic Society

On Wisconsin
On May 29, 1848, President James K.
Polk signed a bill making Wisconsin
the 30th state of the union. After the
conclusion of the Revolutionary War,
the Wisconsin region became part of
the United States. In spite of this,
Wisconsin remained British in all but
title until after the War of 1812.
After the war, the American Army
established control. Gradually, Indian
title to the southwestern half of the
state was extinguished, and the Indians
moved across the Mississippi River. It
is estimated that 20,000 Indians lived
in the Wisconsin area before the arrival
of the French fur traders. ■
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ptu,~~ Show Calendar and Registry
List your show, bourse, a uction or event
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for WFSC member-club shows - classified rates for
non-members and all other events .

Feb. 12, 1995

Feb. 18 - 19, 1995

Feb. 18, · 1995

CENWISPEX '95

STAMP SHOW '95

Central Wisconsin Stamp Club
Cranbrries Hall
Hwy. 13-West, Wisconsin Rapids
(Contact: Dave Camey, P.O. Box
1122, Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54495 phone (715) 325-3211)

Kenosha Stamp and Cover Club
St. Mark's Auditorium
7202 Sheridan Rd., Kenosha
(Contact: Dennis Mueller, 7620 - 10th
Ave., Kenosha, WI 53143)

35th ANNUAL EXHIBITION
ANDBOURSE

-

Mar. 4 - 5, 1995

Janesville Stamp Club
Craig Center, Fairgrounds
(Contact: Val Cook, 1604 So. Crosby,
Janesville, WI 53546 - phone
(608) 754-6497)

Mar. 18 - 19, 1995

Mar. 25 - 26, 1995

STAMPFEST '95

BAYPEX '95

OUTAPEX '95

Milwaukee Philatelic Society
St. Aloysius Gonzaga Hall
1435 So. 92nd St., West Allis
(Contact: Doug Galaszewski, 9906 W.
Grantosa Dr., Wauwatosa, WI 53222
- phone (414) 463-1570) (2195)

Green Bay Philatelic Society
Downtowner Best Western Motel
321 So. Washington St., Green Bay
(Contact: Gordy Lindner, 1002
Amberly Tr., Green Bay, WI 54311)

Outagamie Philatelic Society
Columbus Club
2531 N. Richmond St., Appleton
(Contact: Al Marcus, P.O. Box 11,
Appleton, WI 54912)

April 1 - 2, 1995

April 22 - 23, 1995

FREE MAIL-BID

SHEPEX '95

WISCOPEX '95

Sheboygan Stamp Club
Rehabilitation Center of Sheboygan
1305 St. Clair Ave., Sheboygan
(Contact: Perry Harris, P.O. Box 907,
Sheboygan, WI 53082)

hosted by Badger Stamp Club
Holiday Inn Southeast, I-90 &
Hwy. 12/18 (Exit 142B), Madison
(Contact: Karen Weigt, 4184 Rose Ct,
Middleton, WI 53562 - phone
(414) 836-1509)

SAT.E

- - - - - - - - - - - - ------- 7
1 - - - - -MEMBER
CLUBS ONLY COVER LISTING
One per cover FREE for WFSC member-club sponsored covers. All requests must be
made on this form and submitted prior to date cover first goes on sale. For additional
listings and words, use paid classified ad rates and instructions. Send to: Karen Weigl,
Interim Editor, ATFP, 4184 Rose Ct., Middleton, W1 53562.

WEEKS , US & WORLD WIDE

ALMAJO STAMPS
P.O. BOX 45
54895-0045
Store: 222 4th St. Phone: 715-353-2919

We Bu y Collections
and Accumul a tio n s/

(5¢/word)

Agent for orders and address: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

4-6

Member: APS, ATA, BIA, GPS,
WVPS, ETC.

Description of offer (limit 20 words). Each abbreviated word counts as one word (MNH
= 3 words) (U.S.= 2 words), and two-word cities= 2 words:

No. 10 SASE required? ( ) yes ( ) no

1000 LOTS EVERY

WEYERHAEUSER. WI

Type of cover (show/first-day, etc.)
Date cover goes on sale _ _ __
and theme: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __

Price: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CATALOG

1
I
I
I

~~=~,
POSTAL HISTORY ofFonddu-

Lac, WI, wanted, pre-WWI. Please send

copy(s) with asking price. Fondy, 8869
Creek, WI
I So. Oak Park Dr., #10, Oak
•
_ __
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
;.;;;.;;.;;;;.;
10
Soc.)
53154. (Milwaukee Phil.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J
LC!ub:

av Robea j

Mather,
Waukesha County
Philatelic Society

Dealer
Profile
Dealer:
Lee's F.D.C.s
For this issue, we spotlight dealer
Lee James, of Combined Locks, W1
Lee has been a stamp collector for 38
of his 4 7 years. One day he visited
the old post office in Madison, WI,
and spotted a counter where cigars,
candy, and first-day covers were
being sold. He really liked the covers
he saw, and a neighbor got him
started servicing his own covers.
When he attended his first stamp
show, he found Perry Arnquist, and
for the next 20 years he almost
exclusively acquired all his covers
from Perry. But like many of us, Lee
finally obtained just about everything
he could afford and started to become bored with the hobby. Perry
talked him into dealing, and this
revived Lee's interest.
Lee had always collected FOCs
with plate blocks of four. Again,
Perry Arnquist influenced him and
changed his relationship with the
hobby. Perry suggested that he
collect the first cachet for each
producer. For example, the first
cachet produced by Artcraft was for
U.S. Scott #853. At any one time,
there are 200 or more cachetmakers.
A total of four or five thousand
different cachetmakers have existed
since cachets first appeared. Catalogs
do not list personalized cachets
(those created by individuals for just
themselves and a few friends); one of
the criteria for being listed is that the
cachet must be issued in sufficient
quantity for sale or exchange.

Lee generally ties events in his life
to stamp issues, and he officially
became a dealer with the 1981 "B"
non-denominated stamp issue. He
started out as a mail-order dealer, but
now does shows as well. Cachet collecting is not as popular in the Midwest
as it is in both the Atlantic and Pacific
Coast regions, so a big part of his
business is through mail order to those
areas. He originally operated on a part-

each individual contributing something to the design.
He is a member of the American
First Day Cover Society, and was a
member of the First Day Cover
Collectors of Wisconsin until that
group disbanded a few years ago. He
was a member of the American
Society for Quality Control while
employed in that field. He has been
active in the Boy Scouts, and during
his college days, he was
involved in the Big
"At one time or another, Lee has collected
Brothers program.
everything that Is collectible ... His cousin
At one time or another, Lee has collected
even convinced him to collect air samples
everything that is colwhen he had very llttle money."
lectible. This includes
such items as baseball
time basis, but went full time in 1993.
cards, minerals, coirts, matchboxes,
He states that he has never gotten a bad
etc. His cousin even convinced him
check since being in business.
to collect air samples when he had
Lee is not married. He worked as a
very little money!
quality control manager for a manufacEarlier this year, Carl Hagen of
turing firm until the Elvis stamp was
Cee Jay stamps retired. Carl specialissued. Note the connection to a stamp
ized in new issue FOCs, whereas Lee
issue, and this connection is especially
specialized in back issue FOCs. Carl
memorable to Lee. On his last day at
was concerned about his customers
the finn, he took a long lunch hour to
and asked Lee to take over that part
run over to King, WI, to get some
of his business. It was a natural fit,
unofficial cancels. He returned to find
and since new issues appear even in
that he was the subject of a surprise
the summer, it spread out his busiretirement party. Those he supervised
ness to a 12-month affair.
for 22 years presented him with a FDC
His philosophy is that "You do the
that tied his entire work history into
best that you can to help the custhe cachet design. He later learned that
tomer with his needs. One size does
while he was at King, they were standnot fit all so you must be finely
ing in line in Appleton to get cancels,
attuned to the customer's needs."
tieing Lee and Elvis on the same cover.
We look forward to seeing Lee's
Lee was particularly impressed with
F.D.C's at area stamp shows and
the cover as it was the product of a
wish him all the best in his endeavor
team effort of non-collectors, with
to meet our collecting needs. ■
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Milwaukee Philatelic Society Inc.
presents

STAMPFEST 1995
AT

St. Aloysius Gonzaga Hall
1435 S. 92nd Street
West Allis, Wisconsin
Saturday, March 4, 1·995 10 AM - 5 PM
Sunday, March 5 1995 10 AM - 4 PM

Free Admission and Parking
For information or Bourse application write:
STAMPFEST 1995, 9906 W Grantosa Dr.
Wauwatosa WI 53222-1411

MILCOPEX '95
AT MECCA
Milwaukee Exposition & Convention Center

SEPTEMBER 22, 23 & 24 1 1995
WRITE TODAY FOR:
EXHIBIT RULES
& APPLICATION
G.C. YOST, MPS EXHIBITS
P.O. BOX 1013
MILWAUKEE WI 53201-1013
;

HOTEL RESERVATIONS
& BOURSE APPLICATION
MPS BOURSE
9906 W GRANTOSA DR
WAUWATOSA WI 53222-1411

ALL OTHER INFORMATION
MILWAUKEE PHILATELIC
SOCIETY INC.
PO BOX 1980
MILWAUKEE WI 53201 -1980

